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ife is truly miserable. Things are never what they seem and
they usually turn out to be much worse than they appear to
be on the surface. Death and oblivion are inevitable. Decay is
the most fundamental process in nature. No lasting meaning is really
even conceivable. We suffer without relief and then we die. Why do
we even bother?
Consider our disease and pain, our greed and poverty, our violence
and our hatred. They are at the heart of everyone and everything. These
things continue to be true even while we are able to delude ourselves
into thinking momentarily that they are not.
Reflection leads eventually to confusion and despair. Anticipation leads
always to disappointment. There is really no such thing as freedom. The
best that labor and wealth can achieve is survival. Creation leads always to decay. Everything
disintegrates eventually.
On the other hand...
Everything is plainly a part of something larger, more comprehensive and more permenant
than itself, without limit! All things continuously flower and advance! Labor leads always to
fulfillment! An infinite variety of possibilities exist! Experiment leads always to opportunity!
Reflection leads eventually to understanding and hope!
These things continue to be true even while we are deluded into thinking momentarily
that they are not! They are at the heart of everyone and everything! Consider our health and
vitality, our security and comfort, our companionship and our love!
How can we ever hope to comprehend the limitless range of possibilities that lays before us?
We progress forever from one extraordinary experience to the next! Even the simplest things
can be interpreted from an endless variety of viewpoints! Evolution is the most fundamental
process in nature! Growth and development are inherent in all things! Reality is always more
subtle than it appears and it endlessly reveals new levels of hidden beauty as it is examined
ever more closely! Life is truly exquisite! Call me.
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